
Scrunch flag: Scrunch up the paper into a ball--nice and tight. [Now's the time to
get out all that pent of frustration :)] Now unscrunch and press it flat.
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Enjoy Your Farmhouse Style American Flag!

DIY Farmhouse Style American Flag

Tacky glue
Heavy string
Scissors

Brown paper bag 
(or brown kraft paper)
Vintage yardstick 
(or other flat wooden pieces)
Craft paint 
(red, white, blue, black)
Paint brushes
Sand paper

Materials

Blog Post

Paint the flag: Use watery paint to begin painting your flag. I started by painting the
blue corner, then the white lines, then the red, then added the white stars as a last
step.

Cut bag: Cut down one side of the bag and cut out the bottom to create one large
piece of brown paper.

Cut flag shape: Cut out a smaller piece from that large piece to use for your flag. I
cut mine 7" X 8.5".

Attach string: Flip your project over and tuck a piece of heavy string (or ribbon,
jute, or baker's twine) in between the paper and the wood. Press down to secure
the connection. Let the glue dry and you're done!

Draw flag lines: Draw your flag, leaving about 3/4" on the top and the bottom as
leeway for gluing later. Of course if you're from Canada, England, or any other
country, draw your flag(!).
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Glue yardstick pieces: Apply a line of glue along both the top and the bottom of
your flag. Lay your yardstick pieces over the glue and press into place.8

Sand the flag: Sand the surface of your flag to reveal a bit of the brown beneath.
This gives your project an aged, antique look.

Cut yardstick: Cut your yardstick into lengths that are slightly longer than your flag.
My flag is 8.5" wide, so I cut my yardstick into two 10" pieces.
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